Abstract. The scaling behaviour of the diffraction intensity near the origin is investigated for (partially) ordered systems, with an emphasis on illustrative, rigorous results. This is an established method to detect and quantify the fluctuation behaviour known under the term hyperuniformity. Here, we consider one-dimensional systems with pure point, singular continuous and absolutely continuous diffraction spectra, which include perfectly ordered cut and project and inflation point sets as well as systems with stochastic disorder.
Introduction
While the concept of order is intuitive, it is surprisingly challenging to 'measure' the order in a system in a way that leads to a meaningful classification of different manifestations of order in Nature. Some of the most prominent measures available are based on ideas from statistical physics and crystallography, such as entropy which is closely related to disorder, or diffraction which is the main tool for determining the structure of solids. Essentially, diffraction is the Fourier transform of the pair correlation function, and hence quantifies the order in the two-point correlations of the structure.
Following the discovery of quasicrystals in the early 1980s, a proper mathematical treatment of the diffraction of aperiodically ordered structures was required; see [11, 28] and references therein for background and details. It turns out that there is a close connection between diffraction and what is known as the dynamical spectrum in mathematics [16] . The latter is the spectrum of the corresponding Koopman operator and is an important concept in ergodic theory. Aperiodically ordered structures, in particular those constructed by inflation rules, provide interesting examples of systems that exhibit a scaling (self-similarity) type of order, which differs substantially from the translational order found in periodic structures, such as conventional crystals.
Starting from the idea to use the degree of '(hyper)uniformity' in density fluctuations in many-particle systems [39] to characterise their order, the scaling behaviour of the diffraction near the origin has emerged as a measure that captures the variance of the long-distance correlations. Recently, a number of conjectures on the scaling behaviour of the diffraction of aperiodically ordered structures were made [34, 35] , reformulating and extending earlier, partly heuristic, results by Luck [31] from this perspective; see also [3, 27] .
The purpose of this article is to link the recent interest in these questions with some of the known techniques and results from rigorous diffraction theory, as started by Hof in [28] and later developed by many people; see [11] and references therein for a systematic account. Our approach will make substantial use of the exact renormalisation relations for primitive inflation rules [5, 6, 8, 32, 13] , which will allow us to establish the scaling behaviour rigorously. This is in some contrast to classic methods of finite size scaling [1, 24, 23, 2] , where such a behaviour is extrapolated and only asymptotically true.
The paper is organised as follows. We begin by recalling some background material on diffraction, the projection formalism, inflation rules and Lyapunov exponents in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we discuss systems with pure point spectrum, starting from the paradigmatic Fibonacci chain, which we treat in two different ways. We also discuss various generalisations, including noble means inflations and a limit-periodic system. After a brief look into substitutions with more than two letters, we close with an instructive example of numbertheoretic origin, which can also be understood as a projection set.
In Section 4, we summarise the situation for systems with absolutely continuous spectrum via a comparative exposition of random and deterministic cases. In particular, we discuss the Poisson process in comparison to the Rudin-Shapiro sequence, the classical random matrix ensembles, as well as the Markov lattice gas and binary random tilings. Finally, Section 5 deals with systems with singular continuous spectrum, of which the classic Thue-Morse sequence is a paradigm with a decay behaviour faster than any power law. We then embed this into the family of generalised Thue-Morse sequences.
Preliminaries and general methods
Our approach to the scaling behaviour of the diffraction measure near the origin requires a number of different methods. In this section, we summarise key results and provide references for background and further details.
2.1. Diffraction and scaling. Throughout this article, we use the notation and results from [11] on diffraction theory, as well as some more advanced results on the Fourier transform of measures from [33, 12] . Various definitions are discussed there, and we use standard results from these sources without further reference. Note that the term 'measure' in this context refers to general (complex) Radon measures in the mathematical sense. They can be identified with the continuous linear functionals on the space of compactly supported continuous functions on R d . In particular, given a (usually translation bounded) measure ω, we assume that an averaging sequence A of van Hove type is specified, and the autocorrelation γ = γ ω = ω ⊛ ω is given as the Eberlein (or volume-averaged) convolution along A. The measure γ is positive definite, and hence Fourier transformable as a measure.
The Fourier transform of γ is the diffraction measure γ, which is a positive measure. This is the measure-theoretic formulation of the structure factor from physics and crystallography, which is better suited for rigorous results. In particular, this approach defines the different spectral components by means of the Lebesgue decomposition γ = γ pp + γ sc + γ ac of γ into its pure point, singular continuous and absolutely continuous parts; see [11, Sec. 8.5.2] for details. In what follows, we only consider the one-dimensional case.
For the investigation of scaling properties, we follow the existing literature and define
which is a modified version of the distribution function of the diffraction measure. Due to the reflection symmetry of γ with respect to the origin, this quantity can also be expressed as
Sometimes, it is natural to replace Z(k) by Z(k)/I(0), where I(0) = γ {0} is the intensity of the central diffraction (or Bragg) peak. Note that this just amounts to a different normalisation. It will always be clear from the context when we do so. This normalisation has no influence on the scaling behaviour of Z(k) as k ց 0. The interest in the scaling near the origin is based on the intuition that the small-k behaviour of the diffraction measure probes the long-wavelength fluctuations in the structure, which is related to the variance in the distribution of patches, and hence can serve as an indicator for the degree of uniformity of the structure [39] . Clearly, any periodic structure leads to Z(k) = 0 for all sufficiently small k, so that the main interest is focused on non-periodic systems, both ordered and disordered.
Projection formalism.
One way to produce well-ordered aperiodic systems is based on the (partial) projection of higher-dimensional (periodic) lattices. Such cut and project sets or model sets can be viewed as a generalised variant of the notion of a quasiperiodic function. We can only present a brief summary here, for details we refer to [11, Ch. 7] . The general setting for a model set in physical (direct) space R d is encoded in the cut and project scheme
where the internal space H is a locally compact Abelian group (in many examples, H will turn out to be another Euclidean space, so H = R m ), L is a lattice (co-compact discrete subgroup) in R d × H, and where π and π int denote the natural projections onto the physical and internal spaces. The assumption that L = π(L) ⊂ R d is a bijective image of L in physical space guarantees that the ⋆ -map x → x ⋆ is well defined on L.
A model set for a given CPS is then a set of the form where the domain W ⊆ H (called the window or acceptance domain) is a relatively compact set with non-empty interior. These conditions on the window guarantee that the model set Λ ⊆ L is both uniformly discrete and relatively dense, so a Delone set in R d . If the window is sufficiently 'nice' (for instance, when W is compact with boundary of measure 0), the diffraction measure γ of the associated Dirac comb
is a pure point measure; see [11, Ch. 9] for details. Note that the dynamical spectrum is pure point as well; see [16] and references therein.
Example 2.1. Consider a CPS with d = 1 and H = R, and the planar lattice
where τ = 1 + √ 5 /2 is the golden ratio. The projection of L to physical space is the
. As indicated in Figure 1 , the two different point types (left endpoints of long and short intervals, respectively) in the Fibonacci model set are obtained as model sets for the two smaller windows
3. Inflation rules and exact renormalisation. Another important construction of aperiodic sequences and tilings is based on substitution and inflation rules; see [11, for background. The idea is perhaps most easily phrased in terms of tilings. Starting from a (finite) set of prototiles (equivalence classes of tiles under translation), an inflation rule consists of a rescaling (more generally, an expansive linear transformation) of the prototiles and a subsequent dissection of the rescaled tiles into prototiles of the original shape and size.
Iterating such an inflation rule produces tilings of space, which generically will not be periodic. Let us illustrate this with the example of the Fibonacci model set from above, which can also be constructed by an inflation rule (note that this is not generally the case: Cut and project tilings generically do not possess an inflation symmetry, and inflation tilings generally do not allow an embedding into a higher-dimensional lattice with a bounded window). The inherent recursive structure of the inflation approach not only leads to recursive relations for the point sets constructed in this way, but also ensures the existence of a set of renormalisation equations for their two-point correlation functions; see [6] and references therein for details. Here, we illustrate this for the Fibonacci case. Example 2.3. Consider the point set Λ = Λ a∪ Λ b constructed by the inflation of Example 2.2. Define the pair correlation functions (or coefficients) ν ij (z) with i, j ∈ {a, b} as the relative frequency (frequency per point of Λ) of two points in Λ at distance z, subject to the condition that the left point is of type i and the right point of type j. The pair correlation functions exist (as a consequence of unique ergodicity) and satisfy the relations ν ij (z) = 0 for any z ∈ Λ − Λ, ν ij (0) = 0 for i = j, and ν ij (−z) = ν ji (z) for any z.
The recognisability of our inflation rule then implies the following set of exact renormalisation equations [6, 32, 8] ,
where z ∈ Z[τ ] and ν ij (z) = 0 whenever z ∈ Λ j − Λ i . This set of equations has a unique solution if one of the single-letter frequencies ν aa (0), ν bb (0) is given; see [6] for details and further examples.
The autocorrelation measure for the point set Λ is of the form
with autocorrelation coefficients
where
Again, these coefficients exist by unique ergodicity. The autocorrelation coefficients can be expressed in terms of the pair correlation functions as
By taking Fourier transforms, this allows us to use the renormalisation approach to analyse the diffraction of Λ; see [5, 13, 8] for details. ♦
The approach of Example 2.3 can be applied to inflation tilings in quite a general setting, as it only requires recognisability (not necessarily local) of the inflation rule. Studying the corresponding diffraction spectrum and, in particular, its spectral components, naturally leads to the investigation of matrix iterations and their asymptotic behaviour; see [5, 13, 8] for recent work in this direction, as well as [21, 22] for related work in the more general setting of matrix Riesz products for substitution systems with arbitrary choices of length scales.
2.4.
Lyapunov exponents for (effective) single matrix iterations. If M ∈ Mat(d, C) is a fixed matrix, the asymptotic behaviour of M n v as n → ∞ with v ∈ C d can be understood in terms of the Lyapunov exponents of this iteration, via determining
see [20, 40] for background. In this simple single matrix case, the Lyapunov spectrum of M is
where σ(M ) denotes the spectrum of M ; compare [20] . By an expansion in the principal vectors and eigenvectors of M , one can also extract the explicit scaling behaviour as n → ∞, for any given v. Slightly more interesting and relevant to us is the following situation. Consider a matrix family B(k) for k 0 that is smooth (in fact, analytic) in k, with lim kց0 B(k) = M . Then, we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of
for fixed v as n → ∞, which means that we consider a specific matrix cocycle of k → k/λ on R, with λ > 1; see [20, 40] for background. Due to the relation with M = B(0), the Lyapunov spectrum of the cocycle agrees with that of M , so
This behaviour emerges from the observation that the cocycle, with increasing length but fixed k, more and more looks like a multiplication by powers of M .
Aperiodic systems with pure point spectrum
Let us set the scene by considering a paradigmatic example in some detail, which is actually approachable by two different methods, namely by the projection formalism and by the renormalisation approach. Common to all examples in this section is the fact that Z(k) is not a continuous function of k, which requires some extra care.
3.1. The Fibonacci chain and related systems. Consider the primitive substitution ̺ F on the binary alphabet A = {a, b}, as defined by a → ab and b → a, which is the symbolic substitution that underlies Example 2.1. The Abelianisation leads to the corresponding substitution matrix
Its Perron-Frobenius (PF) eigenvalue is the golden mean, τ . The corresponding right and left eigenvectors code the relative frequencies of letters and the natural interval lengths for the geometric representation, respectively. There are two bi-infinite fixed points for ̺ 2 F , where the legal seeds are a|a and b|a, with the vertical line denoting the location of the origin; see [11, Sec. 4] for details and background. We choose the one with seed a|a and let X define the symbolic hull generated by it via an orbit closure under the shift action, which is actually independent of the choice we made. Now, we turn this X into a tiling system by fixing natural tile (or interval) lengths according to the left PF eigenvector, namely τ for a and 1 for b. The left endpoints of the tiles, for the tiling that emerges from our chosen fixed point with seed a|a, form a Delone set with distances τ and 1, and the orbit closure (in the local topology) under the (continuous) translation action by R gives the geometric hull Y we are interested in.
Let Λ ∈ Y be arbitrary, and consider the Dirac comb δ Λ , which is a translation-bounded measure with well-defined autocorrelation γ and diffraction γ. The latter does not depend on the choice of Λ, and is given by
where x ; see [11, Sec. 9.4 .1] for a derivation. Note that L ⊛ is also the dynamical spectrum (in additive notation) of the dynamical system (Y, R), which is pure point with all eigenfunctions being continuous [38, 30] . Behind this description lies the fact that the Delone set of our special fixed point is the regular model set of Example 2.1, with CPS (R, R, L) and a half-open window of length τ , where our choice of the lattice is L = {(x, x ⋆ ) : x ∈ Z[τ ]}, which is the Minkowski embedding of Z[τ ] as a planar lattice in R × R ≃ R 2 . The ⋆-map then is algebraic conjugation in the quadratic field Q(
More generally, if we use the same CPS with an interval of length s as window, the diffraction measure of the resulting point set is of the same form as in Eq. (7), with the intensity now being
As we shall discuss later in Remark 3.4, this leads to an asymptotic behaviour of the form
In what follows, we shall see that the decay of Z(k) from Eq. (1) can be faster, provided s takes special values. This result is implicit in [27] and was recently re-derived, by slightly different methods, in [34] . 
5 with κ = m + nτ for some m, n ∈ Z, excluding m = n = 0. Applying the ⋆-map then gives
with ℓ ∈ N 0 . To continue, we recall the relation
Moreover, with f n denoting the Fibonacci numbers as defined by f 0 = 0, f 1 = 1 together with the recursion f n+1 = f n + f n−1 , we will need the well-known formula
which holds for all n ∈ Z. Then, as ℓ → ∞, we get
where the first step follows from using Eq. (9) to replace τ ℓ / √ 5 and then reducing the argument via Eq. (8), which is possible because all Fibonacci numbers are integers. The second step uses the Taylor approximation sin(x) = x + O(x 3 ) for small x.
Inserting this expression into the formula for the intensity gives
where the constant derives from the previous calculation.
Analysing the steps of the last proof, one finds
where k ⋆ lies in the window and is thus bounded. So, for any fixed s ∈ Z[τ ], we have c(s, k) = O(1), which allows us to sum over the inflation series of peaks as follows. Consider
where the previous estimates lead to the asymptotic behaviour
as ℓ → ∞,
. Now, observe that the diffraction measure satisfies
which then, via (11), implies the asymptotic behaviour
The upper bound is a consequence of the summability of the geometric series in conjunction with the boundedness of c(k), while the lower bound follows from the existence of at least one series of non-trivial peaks with a scaling according to (10) and the behaviour of sinc(x) near x = 0. Put together, we have the following result. 
In particular, Z(k) = O(k 4 ). The inflation factor λ p is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of M p , so
with p = 1 giving the Fibonacci case (golden mean) discussed above. The corresponding inflation rule works with lengths λ p and 1 for the intervals of type a and b, respectively. Then, the arguments used above generalise directly to the noble means inflation case, which possess a model set description where both the physical and the internal space are one-dimensional, resulting in the same scaling exponents for the entire family. In fact, the noble means inflations can more easily be analysed using the renormalisation approach [5, 8] mentioned in Section 2.3. The two eigenvalues of the inflation matrix M p are λ p = 1 2 p + p 2 + 4 and −1/λ p . Consequently, as explained in Section 2.4, the Lyapunov spectrum of the matrix iteration is σ L (M p ) = {log(λ p ), − log(λ p )}. To continue, we need the Fourier-Bohr (FB) coefficients for the a-and b-positions separately, which we denote by A a (k) and A b (k), respectively. Note that one can obtain the FB coefficients of any weighted version of the chain by an appropriate superposition, whose absolute square is the corresponding diffraction intensity at k.
Let
T be the vector of FB coefficients at a given k. Then, the renormalisation approach gives the relation
Due to the additional prefactor, by taking logarithms, the Lyapunov exponents are shifted by − log(λ p ), and thus are {0, −2 log(λ p )}. The exponent 0 is not the relevant one, because it would correspond to intensities that do not decay as we approach k = 0, which contradicts the measure property of γ p . Consequently, the scaling of the amplitudes is governed by the Lyapunov exponent −2 log(λ p ), and the corresponding diffraction intensities scale as
which is the generalisation of the behaviour we observed for the Fibonacci case in Proposition 3.1. On the basis of the same argument for the boundedness of the c(k), we can sum the contributions and conclude as follows.
Corollary 3.5. For the noble means inflations with p ∈ N, one has the asymptotic behaviour
Note that this result relies on the inflation structure, and thus only applies to inflationsymmetric cases, in line with Remark 3.3. Let us continue with further examples of inflation systems, where we state the results in a less formal manner.
3.3.
Limit-periodic systems and beyond. Consider the two-letter substitution rule a → ab , b → aa , with substitution matrix ( 1 2 1 0 ). The latter is diagonalisable and has eigenvalues 2 and −1. This substitution rule defines the period doubling system, which is a paradigm of a Toeplitztype system with limit-periodic structure; see [11, Sec. 4 .5] for background and [11, Sec. 9.4.4] for a detailed discussion of its pure point diffraction measure.
As the period doubling system arises from a primitive substitution rule, which in this case is identical to the inflation rule, the renormalisation approach of Section 2.3 applies. Here, the exponents (taking into account the additional factor 2 −n in the amplitude renormalisation equation) are {0, − log(2)}, of which only the negative one is relevant (for the same reason as above). Consequently, the diffraction intensities scale as
and the scaling behaviour for the period doubling system is Z(k) ≍ k 2 as k ց 0. Again, this follows via geometric series summations in conjunction with the observation that the c(k) are bounded (for instance, via the existing model set description; see [11, Ex. 7 
.4]).
The same type of analysis also works for limit-quasiperiodic systems. As an example, consider the two-letter substitution rule a → aab, b → abab from [18] , in its proper geometric realisation. The eigenvalues of the substitution matrix are λ ± = 2 ± √ 2. The standard renormalisation analysis from above for the FB coefficient now results in
for k ց 0, and thus in the scaling behaviour I(λ
where the c(k) are once again bounded. Consequently, one finds Z(k) ≍ k 2α as k ց 0. Our parameterα is related to the hyperuniformity parameter α from [34] by 1 + α = 2α.
More generally, this formula applies to primitive binary inflation systems, with the appropriate interpretation of the case det(M ) = 0. We discuss an example of this phenomenon in Section 5.1 below. This exceptional scaling behaviour is known from [27] ; see also [34] .
3.4. Substitutions with more than two letters. The methods described above are not restricted to the binary case. In general, one can at least obtain a bound for the small-k behaviour of Z(k) from the spectral gap of the substitution matrix. For an arbitrary substitution, one generates the corresponding inflation rule with intervals of natural length, as determined by the left eigenvector of the substitution matrix.
As an example, let us consider the substitution
which occurs in the description of the Kolakoski sequence with run lengths 3 and 1; see [19] as well as [11, Exs. 4.8 and 7.5]. The substitution matrix has spectrum σ(M ) = {λ, µ, µ}, which are the roots of the polynomial x 3 − 2x 2 − 1. In particular, λ is a Pisot-Vijayaraghavan number and a unit, and |µ| 2 = 1/λ. The natural interval lengths are λ(λ − 1), λ and 1. The Lyapunov spectrum is σ L (M ) = {log(λ), log|µ|} = {log(λ), − 1 2 log(λ)}. This leads to the relevant amplitude scaling
as n → ∞. With the usual arguments from above, this gives
The same asymptotic behaviour for small k emerges for the plastic number substitution, compare [11, Exs. 3.5 and 7.6], which is another ternary substitution whose characteristic polynomial has one real and a pair of complex conjugate roots. When one considers a substitution with three real eigenvalues of M , say σ(M ) = {λ, λ 1 , λ 2 }, and |det(M )| = 1, it is not immediately clear which of the two relevant Lyapunov exponents determines the scaling behaviour. When the characteristic polynomial is irreducible, it will be the larger of the two in modulus. In any case, one obtains Z(k) = O(k 2α ) as k ց 0, with
The analogous formula applies to larger alphabets as well, where it remains to be determined which eigenvalue dominates the asymptotic behaviour.
3.5. Square-free integers. As an example of a pure-point diffractive system of a different nature (and which, in particular, does not possess an inflation symmetry), we consider the point set of square-free integers in Z. An integer is called square-free if it is not divisible by the square of any prime, which for instance means that 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 are square-free, while 0, 4, 8, 9 and 12 are not. Clearly, n is square-free if and only if −n is. Let V = {n ∈ Z : n is square-free} denote the set of square-free integers, which has density dens(V ) = 6 π 2 . In fact, V can be described by the projection formalism [17] , and is actually an example of a weak model set of maximal density [14, 29] , which gives access to the full spectral information.
Let us now define the (discrete) hull of V as X V = {t + V : t ∈ Z}, where the closure is taken in the local topology. Then, one considers the topological dynamical system (X V , Z), which has positive topological entropy. Some people prefer to consider the flow under the continuous translation action of R, which emerges via a standard suspension with a constant roof function. By slight abuse of notation, we write (X V , R) for it, although the hull is now different. One usually equips X V with the patch frequency or Mirsky measure, ν M . This system has pure point diffraction and dynamical spectrum, 2 and the set V itself is generic for ν M . Therefore, one can calculate the diffraction measure from V itself. It is given [17] by
where ζ(s) denotes Riemann's zeta function. Here, L ⊛ is the subset of rational numbers with cube-free denominator, which is a subgroup of Q and, at the same time, the dynamical spectrum of (X V , R, ν M ) in additive notation. For κ = m q with m and q coprime integers, one has I(κ) = I(0)f (q) 2 with I(0) = dens(V ) 2 and (12) f (q) =
where p|q means that p runs through all primes that divide q. In particular, I(κ) only depends on the denominator of κ ∈ Q, so that the diffraction measure is 1-periodic. Let N (3) denote the positive cube-free integers and consider Z(k) := γ V (0, k] /I(0) for small k > 0, where we get
because I m q with gcd(m, q) = 1 does not depend on m. Via some standard, though slightly tricky, methods from analytic number theory, one can show [4] that (14) log
The result of a numerical approximation to the sum in Eq. (13) is shown in Figure 2 . Here, the sum over all cube-free numbers is rewritten as a sum over all square-free numbers and their cube-free multiples which share the same value of the function f of Eq. (12) . Truncated sums including up to 2 20 square-free numbers are used, showing a behaviour that is close to the asymptotic form of Z(k) from Eq. (14) . Note that, due to the truncation of a sum of positive numbers, the numerical approximations for the ratio R(k) = log(Z(k))/ log(k), where Figure 2 . Approximation of R(k) = log(Z(k))/ log(k) based on truncating the sum in Eq. (13) to cube-free numbers q that are multiples of the first 2 13 square-free numbers (circles) and the first 2 20 square-free numbers (crosses), respectively. The blue line corresponds to the ratio 3/2.
k ց 0, are always larger than the actual values, and apart from a couple of points at large values of k, all numerical estimates are above the asymptotic line. Also, since fewer terms contribute to the sums for smaller k, eventually the difference will become large for small k, as seen in Figure 2 for the data using fewer square-free numbers. A quantitive estimate of the error is difficult. For a more detailed analysis of this asymptotic behaviour, including power-free numbers for larger powers, we refer to [4] .
Systems with absolutely continuous spectrum
The generic case for the emergence of absolutely continuous diffraction is the presence of some degree of randomness. This means that the most natural setting here is that of stochastic point processes, and quite a bit of work has recently been done; compare [26] and references therein.
Our goal in this section is modest in the sense that we only aim at collecting some onedimensional results that are all well known, but rarely appear together. Moreover, we are not looking into the hyperuniform setting as in [26] , but rather into systems that frequently appear in practice. For this reason, we keep also this section somewhat informal.
4.1.
Poisson and Rudin-Shapiro. The homogeneous Poisson process with intensity (or point density) 1 on the real line has diffraction measure γ = δ 0 + λ L , where λ L denotes Lebesgue measure. This result applies to almost every realisation of this classic stochastic point process; see [11, Ex. 11.6] . This gives (15) Z P (k) = k in this case, which can serve as a reference for the comparison with other stochastic processes. The Bernoulli lattice gas on Z with occupation probability p per site, see [11, Ex. 11.2] , leads to γ = p 2 δ Z + p(1 − p)λ L for a.e. realisation, and hence to
When using weights ±1 instead of 1 and 0, this changes to γ = (2p − 1) 2 δ Z + 4p(1 − p)λ L and thus to
gives Z(k) = k as for the Poisson process above. Similar results emerge for more general Bernoulli systems, where the slope of Z is a measure of the point (or particle) density and of the variance of the underlying random variable; see [11, Rem. 11 .1] for more.
The binary Rudin-Shapiro chain, when realised as a sequence with weights {±1}, is a deterministic system with diffraction γ = λ L , and thus Z(k) = k exactly; see [11, Thm. 10.2] and references given there. In particular, this system has linear complexity, as one can obtain it as a factor of a substitution rule on four letters [11, Sec. 4.7.1] . Note that these results apply to every element of the Rudin-Shapiro hull, which is minimal.
One can apply a simple Bernoullisation process [10] to the Rudin-Shapiro chain (or to any element of its hull). Given p ∈ [0, 1], one simply changes the sign at each site independently with probability p; see [11, Sec. 11.2.2] for the general setting and further details. By an application of [11, Prop. 11.2] , the diffraction measure almost surely does not change, which means that we get
This is an interesting case of homometry, 3 as one can continuously change the entropy of the system from 0 (for p = 0) to log(2) (for p = 1 2 , which really gives the fair coin tossing sequence with weights ±1). In particular, the (frequency weighted) patch complexity has no influence on Z in this case. This highlights the limitation of this quantity (as well as that of the full diffraction measure) as a characterisation of order.
Random matrix ensembles.
The point processes (with point density 1) derived from the classic random matrix ensembles with parameter β, compare [25] for background, can also be analysed for the scaling near 0. Based on the calculations in [15] , see also [11, Thm. 11.3] , 3 Recall that two systems are called homometric when they possess the same autocorrelation and hence the same diffraction measure; see [11, Sec. 9 .6] for background. the scaling behaviour emerges from integrating the Radon-Nikodym densities, which are illustrated in Figure 3 . The result reads
The general behaviour is
, which significantly differs from the other cases discussed in this section. As β ց 0, the leading term diverges, which indicates that one gets a different power law in this limit. Indeed, β ց 0 gives the homogeneous Poisson process with unit density, with Z P (k) = k as in Eq. (15) . In contrast, for β → ∞, the leading term vanishes. This limit corresponds to the (deterministic) point process that realises the lattice Z, where Z(k) = 0 for all sufficiently small k > 0. 4.3. Markov lattice gas. Let us consider a simple one-dimensional Markov lattice gas on Z, as defined by
where p and q are probabilities subject to the constraint 0 < p + q < 2. The two states of the Markov chain correspond to empty (weight 0) and occupied (weight 1) sites. Interpreted as a lattice gas, we almost surely get a particle system of density ̺ = 1−p 2−p−q . Employing the results from [11, Ex. 11.11] , we know that the absolutely continuous part of the diffraction measure, γ ac , is almost surely represented by the Radon-Nikodym density
, where r = p + q − 1, which satisfies |r| < 1 by our assumption. A straightforward calculation gives
with g(0) =
0. When r = 0, Eq. (16) simplifies to
Note that r < 0 and r > 0 correspond to effectively repulsive and attractive systems, respectively; see Figure 4 for an illustration of g for these two situations.
4.4.
Binary random tilings on the line. To keep things simple, let us consider a random tiling of R that is built from just two intervals (of lengths u and v, say) with corresponding probabilities p and q = 1 − p. We place a scatterer of unit strength at the left endpoint of each interval. Then, almost surely, the diffraction comprises a pure point and an absolutely continuous component, see [11, Thm. 11.6] , where only the latter contributes to the scaling of Z(k) near 0. By a straightforward integration, as k ց 0, one obtains
which is non-trivial only for u = v. For u = v, the resulting point set is always periodic, and Z(k) = 0 for all sufficiently small k > 0. Note that, as in all other examples of this section, Z(k) is a continuous function, and one can often determine both the scaling exponent and the corresponding coefficient explicitly. While the continuity persists for singular continuous γ, determining the constant will generally be more complicated.
Singular continuous measures
Let us finally consider the case of structures with singular continuous diffraction. While this seems a rare phenomenon in practice, such systems are actually generic in some sense (in particular among substitution systems), and thus deserve more attention. 5.1. The Thue-Morse measure. The singular continuous Thue-Morse (TM) measure µ TM is defined as an infinite Riesz product [37, 11] ,
which is to be understood as a limit in the vague topology; we refer to [11, Ch. 10 .1] and references therein for background and notation. Note that µ TM is a probability measure on T = R/Z, which is the viewpoint from dynamical systems. It is connected to the diffraction measure γ TM on R via
under the obvious identification of T with [0, 1) and addition modulo 1. For the investigation of Z(k) for small k, we can thus simply work with µ TM . More concretely, for n ∈ N 0 , we consider the functions
which are probability densities on the unit interval, where f 0 (x) = 1 as usual. They satisfy
for all n, m ∈ N 0 . Since f n (x) = f n (1 − x), one also has
for all n ∈ N 0 . The corresponding distribution functions 
where the η(m) are the Fourier coefficients of µ TM . Note that the η(m) are also the pair correlation coefficients of the Thue-Morse sequence when realised with weights ±1. To study Z(k) = F (k) for small k, compare [9] , it suffices to analyse the behaviour of F along sequences (2 −n ) n∈N because F is strictly increasing and continuous. Let N n and observe
where the last step uses that f n is increasing on [0, 2 −n ]. In the other direction, one gets
where the estimate follows from Jensen's inequality, as f n (2 −n x) is convex on [0, 1].
Remark 5.1. One can improve the lower bound by splitting the integral as
yf N −n+1 (y) dy. This trick uses the fact that 2f n (x) is a probability density on 0, 
where the lower one can be improved as explained in Remark 5.1. For small x, a series expansion analysis of f n gives
With a bit more work, for x = 2 −n , one can now establish the asymptotic behaviour
with c ≈ 0.306663. The constant was calculated numerically from the quickly converging sequence of quotients. Note that the right-hand side of Eq. (22) decays faster than any power of 2 −n , which means that we will not get a power law for the scaling of F (k) as k ց 0. Similarly, one obtains the asymptotic behaviour (23) 2 −n f n (2 −n−1 ) ∼ π 2 c 4 2 −n 2 π 2 8 n as n → ∞, with the same constant c, hence π 2 c 4 ≈ 0.756660. It remains to express the result in terms of k = 2 −n , via log(k) = −n log(2). From Eqs. (22) and (23), in conjunction with the continuity and monotonicity of F , one obtains the following result. A similar estimate, with the same leading term, was previously given in [27] . Some numerical experiments indicate that the upper bound is better then the lower one (which can be improved by Remark 5.1), and that the true behaviour is closer to a prefactor of the form k α+s with s near 1 2 , which deserves further analysis. 5.2. Generalised Thue-Morse (gTM) sequences. Let us finally consider the family of binary, primitive, constant-length substitutions ̺ p,q : a → a p b q , b → b p a q with p, q ∈ N; see [7] for a general exposition and [11, Ex. 10.1] for a short summary. The case p = q = 1 is the classic Thue-Morse substitution considered above. In what follows, we suppress the explicit dependence on p and q for ease of notation.
Here, the spectral measure is given by the Riesz product µ = m 0 ϑ (p + q) m x with the non-negative trigonometric polynomial (24) ϑ(x) = 1 + 2 p + q p+q−1 r=1 α(p, q, r) cos(2πrx), where α(p, q, r) = p + q − r − 2 min(p, q, r, p + q − r). For x → 0, ϑ behaves as (25) ϑ(x) = (p − q) 2 p + q + 12p 2 q 2 + (p − q) 2 − (p − q) 4 3(p + q) (πx) 2 + O(x 4 ).
Whenever p = q, we have ϑ(0) = 0, and we are in a situation similar to that of the classic Thue-Morse sequence. Otherwise, ϑ(0) > 0, where this value can be less than 1, precisely 1 or larger than 1. Nevertheless, all these cases can be treated by the same approach. Defining f n (x) = Since lim n→∞ ϑ (p + q) −n x = ϑ(0), we see that, for any fixed m, the limit lim n→∞ ϑ(0) −n f n+m (p + q) −n x exists. By standard arguments, this implies the asymptotic behaviour
Since F is continuous and increasing, using ϑ(0) = (p − q) 2 /(p + q), one finds the scaling behaviour
log |p−q| log(p+q)
as k ց 0, which is in agreement with the scaling argument from [27] and Conjecture 3 in [35] . For p = q, the exponent can be 2, 1 or take positive values below 1 that can become arbitrarily small. The corresponding behaviour for small k matches well with the examples from [7] and [11, Fig. 10 .2], as illustrated in Figure 5 for some characteristic choices of the parameters.
Concluding remarks
The situation for one-dimensional systems is in reasonably good shape, though a better understanding is still desirable. This is particularly so for multi-type systems, where the existing approach gives bounds but not necessarily the exact asymptotic behaviour.
Less clear is the appropriate approach to analyse tilings and point processes in higher dimension, where one could single out special directions, but also consider the total diffraction into regions near the origin. This should be possible within the realm of both inflation tilings and projection point sets.
